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Sounds simple, but what

is required?

lohn W. Dolan
LC Troubleshooti ng Editor
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used to calculate relative standard devi-

ation (Sfl if the requirement is 2.0%o or

less; data from six replicate injections

are used if the relative standard devia-

tion requirement is more than 2.0o/o.

The t/SP tells us that the parameters in the

monograph (method) do not need to be

followed if other suitable operating condi-

tions are chosen. And the final require-

ment, 
"No 

sample analysis is acceptable

unless the requirements of system suitabil-

iry have been met," tells us that we had bet-

ter have some system-suitability test or we

could be subject to regulatory action.

Helpful or not? Yes, the USP tells us that

a system-suitability test must be run, that it

should have some defined parameters, and

that it should test the entire system with a

real or surrogate sample. No, except for the

guideline on precision, we are left on our

own to define the system-suitabiliry tests.

tcH
The t/SP is not the only source of informa-

tion. The International Conference on

Harmonisation of Technical Requirements

for Registration of Pharmaceuticals for

Human Use (ICH) was formed to provide

a uniform set ofguidelines for international

use by the pharmaceutical industry. The

ICH has released a number of Guidance for

Industry documents to summarize the cur-

rent thinking of the organization. One of

these guidances, 
"Q2B: Validation of Ana-

lJtical Procedures: Methodology' (2), has a

section devoted to system-suitabiliry test-

ing. Lest you get your hopes up on a defini-

tive set ofrules, here is the section quoted

rn rts enilrety:

System suitabiliry testing is an inte-

gral part ofmany analytical procedures.

The tests are based upon the concept

that the equipment, electronics, analyti-

cal operations, and samples to be ana-

lyzed constitute an integral system that

can be evaluated as such. System suit-

System Suitability

his monthk "LC Tioubleshooting'
column is inspired by a reader's
question I received recently. She

asked me what system-suitabiliry tests were

required for a liquid chromatography (LC)

method. Unfortunately, this is like the situ-

ation in one of my math classes where the

professor would make a big jump in logic

and with a smirk, write 
"Q.E.D." on the

blackboard - the proofis left to the stu-

dent. Ve are given some guidelines in the

various regulations, but establishment of

system-suitability criteria is left up to the

chromatographer. I would like to take a

look at some of the guidelines and then

give my opinion about what these mean to

those of us who make our living doing

chromatography.

USP

The United States Pharmacopeia (LrSfl is a

well-referenced source of authoritative

guidelines for chromatography of drug sub-

stance and drug product samples. The USP

states (1):

System suitabiliry tests are an integral

part of gas and liquid chromatographic

methods. They are used to veri$' that

the resolution and reproducibiliry of

the chromatographic system are ade-

quate for the analysis to be done. The

tests are based upon the concept that

the equipment, electronics, anall'dcal

operations, and samples to be analyzed

constitute an integral system that can

be evaluated as such.

It goes on to mention resolution, column

efficiency, and peak symmetry as measure-

ments that can be made, but it makes no

recommendation as to requirements for

tlrese parameters. For precision, the USP

states ( 1 ):

Unless otherwise specified in the

individual monograph, data from five

replicate injections of the analyte are
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abiliry test parameters to be established

for a particular procedure depend upon

the type of procedure being validated.

See pharmacopeias for additional

information.

The second sentence is identical to the one

in the [/SPs description.'We do not gain

much from the ICH except that the ICH

and USP agree that the system should be

tested as a whole.

FDA-

The United States Food and Drug Admin-

istration (FDA) also issues guidances sum-

maizingcurrent thinking about various

subjects under its jurisdiction. For workers

who must measure drug concentrations in

biological materials, a primary document is

the 
"Guidance for Industry: Bioanalytical

Method Validation' (3). This document

includes.iust one sentence under the section
'Application of Validated Method to Rou-

tine Drug Analysis":

System suitabiliry: Based upon the

analyte and technique, a specific SOP

[standard operating procedure] (or

sample) should be identified to ensure

optimum operation of the system used.

Not much help here, either. I did not check

the United States Environmental Protection

Ag.r.y (EPA) or other regulatory ̂ genq

documents, but I suspect that I would find

statements similar to this one'

Compendial Methods

The t/.lP is the document that comes the

closest to giving us some specific guidelines.

As a last effort to get an idea of a specific

example of system suitability, I decided to

see what one of the [/SP methods had to

say. Using the random-access selection cri-

teria, I flipped open the USP and read the

method that looked back at me, analysis of

nitrofurantoin (4). The portion relating to

system suitabiliry says:

Chromatograph the standard prepa-

rarion, adjusting the operating Parame-
ters so that the retention time of the

nitrofurantoin peak is about 8 minutes

and the peak heights are about half

firll-scale. The resolution, R, between

acetanilide and nitrofrrrantoin is not

Iess than 3.0, and the relative standard

deviation determined from the ratio of

the peak responses in replicate injec-

tions is not mor€ than2.0o/o.

In this example, there are requirements for

retention, resolution, response, and preci-

sion. These are several of the parameters

suggested in the generic descriptions of sys-

tem suitabiliry considered earlier in this

column.
Let us put this information from various

sources plus practical laboratory experience

together and see if we can come up with

some more concrete ideas about how to

design a system-suitabiliry test. Consider

several of the possible parameters first'

Ihe USF rs ffae
documenf fhaf tr#fi?Pffis
fhe closesf f'& gtrnrarcgn
r,r$ s$rp38 spsc#ff#
gufde$rrxms.

Retention

Retention time is one of the easiest mea-

surements to make and track in an LC run.

It also is important that retention time be

fairly constant, because the data system uses

retention time to identi$' peaks; peaks that

drift outside a certain retention time win-

dow might not be reported by the data sys-

tem. Howevet retention time per se ts not

important and might vary from one nomi-

nal ly identical instrument setuP to another.

For system suitabiliry it is good to set a

retention-time window or approximate

value, as was specified in the nitrofurantoin

method. This will allow for some variation

in mobile-phase composition from batch to

batch or a gradual change in column

characteristics.

Resolution
Resolution, the separation between two

peaks, is one of the most critical system-

suitabiliry pararneters. System suitability, in

one way of thinking, is a minivalidation

that shows that the method still is valid for

use. Usually, separation of one or more key

peaks from other peaks is the objective of

an LC method. Selecting resolution as a

system-suitabiliry parameter is one way to

ensure that the critical separation is possible

under the current conditions. Setting an

easily attainable 
"resolution greater than"

specification allows more flexibiliry than

stating a specific value ofresolution that

might be difficult to obtain when condi-

tions change slightly.

Response 
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Response, in terms of peak height or area,

might or might not be an important sys-

tem-suitabiliry parameter to include in your

tests. If your method is a stabiliry-indicat-

ing assay, bioanalytical method, or other

method that must detect trace concentra-

tions ofanallte, you need assurance that

you can reach the detection limits neces-

sary. In this case, a system-suitabiliry test

should include one or more injections at

the lower method limit. On the other

hand, if the method is used to determine

only high concentrations, such as confirm-

ing content uniformity, response might not

be important. As long as there is a reason-

ably sized peak, the method should work

well. This looks to be the case for the nitro-

furantoin example cited earlier - half-scale

peaks are not very restrictive, but they

ensure that a decent-sized peak is present.

LOD, LLOQ, and S/N

The limit of detection (LOD), lower limit

of quantification (LLOQ), and signal-to-

noise ratio (SiN) all relate to the qudiry of

the detector signal at low concentrations of

sample. This is another way to look at

detector response. If the method is used for

trace analysis, such as a stability-indicating

assay, an impurities assay, or a bioanalytical

assay, it is important to ensure that the

m€thod performs at the lower end. Meth-

ods that fall in this'category often include

one or more samples at the lowest concen-

tration of interest to verifr the LOD,

LLOQ, and S/N.

Plate Number

Many workers include a column plate

number as part of a system-suitabiliry

requirement. Personally, I do not put much

stock in the plate number as a diagnostic.

Peak response and resolution are critical

parameters that depend indirectly upon

plate number, so if you have these parame-

ters as part of your test, there is not much

point in measuring the plate number. For

gradient methods, plate numbers are diffi-

cult to determine, and a peak width at half-

height might be a more appropriate para-

meter. If you choose to include the plate

number as a suitabiliry parameter, be liberal

with the requirement so that normal col-

umn deterioration can occur without fail-

ing suitabiliry or you will end up replacing

columns with plenry of useful life left.

Peak Tai l ing

Thiling peal.<s can destroy a separation and

reduce sensitiviry below required levels.
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They also can be good indicators ofcol-

umn dederioration or errors in mobile-

phase preparation. In other cases, peak tail-

ing might not b€ very important, such as

when only one or two peaks are present

and excess resolution exists. Ifthe peaks in

your separation tend to tail and this will

have a negative impact on the method per-

formance, include a tailing factor require-

ment in the system-suitabiliry test.

Precision

Precision measurements define how repro-

ducible the results are and give you confi-

dence in the data you will gather. If the

method uses external standardization, pre-

cision measurements assure that the

autosampler is delivering the same volume

each time and that sample preparation pro-

vides a consistent yield. \7hen internal

standardization is used, the internal stan'

dard will compensare for some instrument

imprecision, and a precision measurement

might not be necessary. Generally, six repli-

cate injections will give you a very good

idea of the precision of the method.

Accuracy
Accuracy is the measurement of how close

an exDerimental value is to the true value.

LC and LC-mass spectrometry (LC-MS)

methods almost always use a standard of

known concentrat ion For comparison to

unknown samples using either external or

internal standardization techniques. Run-

ning a standard curve at the beginning of a

run sequence or injecting replicate stan-

dards for a single-point calibration will

establish the accuracy of the method.

Because this normally is part of the

method itself,, accuracy often is not

included in system suitabiliry.

Pressure
Many laboratories set pressure limits, above

which it is not recommended to run a

method. For example, in my laboratory, we

like to keep the pressure less than approxi-

mately 3000 psi. This helps reduce wear of

system components, which increases as the

pressure goes up. Also, the first sign of col-

umn failure ofien is an increase in pressure.

For this reasonJ we include a pressure

check as part ofthe system suitability in

most methods to help reduce the chance of

column failure or system over-pressure dur-

lng a run sequence.

Blanks

Samples that do not contain any analyte
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can be used to determine carryover and

confirm reagent puriry. Such samples often

are injected immediately following a high

concentration standard to measure carry-

over. Depe4ding upon their purpose, blank

samples can comprise a blank extracted

matrix, selected reagents, or just the

injection soivent.

Priming Inject ions

Some methods require one or more prim-

ing inject ions before the retention,

response, or tailing settles down to a con-

stant value. This might be the case when

some of the sample components are

retained strongly on the column and act to

deactivate unwanted interaction sites. If

priming injections are required for your

method, these generally should be run

beFore the system-suitabi l i ry test.

Use of Quali ty Control Samples

Quality control samples are spiked samples

ofknown concentration that are inter-

spersed with study samples during a run

sequence. By back-calculating the assay

value of qualiry control samples against a

standard curve, you can show that the

method is performing as desired. Some

regulatory guidelines (for example, refer-
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ence 3) speci$' performance ofqualiry con-
trol samples, such as all qudiry controls
above the LLOQ must be within +l5o/o of
the standard curve response. Generally,
qualiry control samples are not considered
part of the system-suitabiliry tests.

Summary
The preceding list of possible system-suit-
abiliry tests is by no means exhaustive. If
all of these tests were run for every
method, there would be no time to run
actual samples. It is up to the method
developer or analyst to determine which
set of tests will provide the most assurance
that the method is running as expected.
The number of tests and specific results
will depend upon the application. The pre-
vious nitrofurantoin example listed a rypi-
cal set ofrequirements: resolution, reten-
tion, precision, and response. A cleverly
designed system-suitabiliry test should get
the most information out of a minimum
number of injections. For example, if you
do not need precision data, one injection
at the upper limit of the method followed
by an extracted blank and an LLOQ sam-
ple might be sufficient to generate reren-
tion, response, carryover, reagent puriry
peak tailing, and pressure m€asuremenrs.

You should set the system-suitabiliry
requirements so that they can be met easily
if the method is working right but will fail
if there is a method problem. Test require-
ments that are too stringent might not
make the method any more reliable, and
might only serve to delay the analysis of
important samples. The regulatory agen-
cies make one thing clear: system suitabil-
iry should test the entire chromatographic
system, not individual modules. One way
of thinking about the system-suitabiliry
test is to consider it a minivalidation run
just before each set of samples is run.
-When designed and used properly, system
suitabiliry should save you time and money
- you wil l  nor wasre t ime trying ro ana-
lJze samples with a method that is not
working correctly.
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